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And still another is by plowing with a 
Leavy plow as deep as can be done, and | 

This | follow after with a subsoil plow. 
method might do in louse, rich or sandy 
Sl, 

over digging holes. It is the cost of 

that must be considered in going mto the 
business on a large scale. 
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WHERE THE TROUBLE WAS. 

tes, but without success. He claimed 
to aerate and cool his milk down to a | 
iow temperature every night, yet in the | 
worming it would be on the verge of 
acidity, In passing his house one af. 
teznoon just as I had finished my day's 
wars 

cans, which had stood in the hot sen 
since early morning! The next day I 
tld my delinquent patron that [ had 
discovered the source of his trouble, and 
that if he would still continue to aerate 
and cool his milk with the same assdu- 
ity, and in addition see that his me: 
cans were thoroughly washed and scald. 
ed with boiling water before 8 o'clock 
every morning I would be almost willing 
1 guarantee the quality of his milk, He 
did so, and we had no trouble there- 
alter, 
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and plowing and subsoiling about $25. — | 
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While making cheese | once had a! 
patron whose milk was seldom perfectly | 
fwett. 1 expostulated and lectured, and 
lie seemed to really try to improve mat- | 

saw his wife washing the milk | 

| leaves. A. B. Barrett, 

  

Even with the best facilities, coupled 
with painstaking efforts, it is sometimes 
very difficult to preserve milk quality 
for twelve or eighteen hours in hot 
weather, Many fly to ice. and depend 
upon that solely. But this does not nec 
essarily tmply good dairying. If one is 

upply of ice it is a valu 
matters, but it 

should be used circumspectly. Do not 
milk down suddenly with ice be- 

fore that milk has been thoroughly 
With pure air 

except in the most sultry and “muggy” 
have no of preserving 

juality without the help of ice. 

possessed of a 
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The 
spraying should be so thorough on every 

tree and on every side and 

tree 

this way will the tree absolutely 
guarded against attack. 1 fertiiiz- 

ing with ashes and manures should be 
in the same thorough and 

Not a load of either 
wasted. Only much as 

the trees and vines need should be weed, 
and some years the soil may get so full 
that nothing but a litle stirring and 
plowing will be needed. We do not 
wish to overfeed the coil lest it should 
get sour. Trees growing on rich soil, 
supplied with ashes. potash and phos. 
phoric acid, will grow so thriftily that 
they will not be very susceptible to the 
attacks of insects and blights, They 
form their own protection in the strong, 

vigorous growth of foot, trunk and 
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The sun spot was a little late in get- 
ting into the hot-wave proposition, but 
when it did arrive it made up for lost 
time by promising four years of size 
zing weather, 
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About one-half of the world's require. 
ments of camphor is produced in For. 
mosa and about one-third in Japan.   
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ELABORATE GOWNS. 
Dresses of every kind are be 

more elaborate than ever, and the de 
mand for good quality dress materials 
whether of 
the leading 

cotton or wool, 1s une 

of this season's 
fashions. Very littl trimming is being 
used, but ail the better 
are decorated with good 

features 

clas 4 

quality lace, 

tucking and pleating of a louse or a 
skirt for afiernoon 
im many cases so artishieally and kil 
fully done that it would be simply im | 

' { used to ormament many smart frocks, possible for the inexperienced to orpa- 
ment her own dresses in thi way, 

can be purchased at so much the yard 
already tucked and pleated or intersected 
with insertion lace in an endless variety 
of designs. The price, of course, de- 
pends on the amount of labor expended. 
Some very lovely effects are being ob- 
tained from the convents of Austria and 
Switzerland in the way of open work 
thin transparencies of rich quality lace 
and white Japanese silk, or French lawn, 
for making up into blouses, Some of 

| them are beautiful in the extreme. 
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i and narrower rim has folds of dark 
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: i loops and end«, and the workmanship displayed in the | 

OF evening wear is | 

Fine | 
quality muslin and white Japanese silk | 

  

THE HEALTH OF CULTIVATED 
WOMEN. 

Judging from the ill 
among of cultivation, it i 

| tural to suppose, that they are physical- 

found 
wollen na 

(ly weaker than men; but locking further 

{ afield, one inevitably comes 10 the 

that physical inferiority 
result of SOX, 
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ine but something harmful 
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avages the strength and endurance 

in their manner Among the 

1 i + i woman seems equal to that of man, and 
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d perhaps on antique gold 
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A hat in straw with a larger crown 

blue 

around the sna 

folds, and the ribbou banging in short 
crown, 

More and more luxury is appearing in 
the dress of the season, Not only semi- 
precious but precious stones are sel in 
parasol handles, and jeweled butions are 

Well-dressed wonien abroad are wear- 
ing Panama hats of the finest straw, 
trimmed with a siple band of velvet 
around the crown and short loops and 
ends in the back. The charm of the hats 
is in the quality and simplicity, 

The “endless chain” idea has been ap- 
plied to the lorgnette chain with un. 
doubted success. The chain is made to 
move easily through a loop which is at 
tached to the swivdl catching the lorg- 
nette. By this means a breakage is pre- 
vented if the chain <hould be caught on 

of | 

TIME LOST IN SLEEP, 

| A Cood Part of a Man's Life Civen Up to 
Loafing and Dreaming. 
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{ a gruesome exhibit, yet 

of particular value to the archaeolo- 

Here upon a portion of their na- 
lie the mortal remains of the 

of the ancient village of 

This old “Baur 
| culture was in Ross County, Ohio, and 
| its story was unraveled by the researches | 

Castor, | of Professor Mills, of the Olio . 
| logical and Historical Society 

| than 
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  any projection, whic so often happens. 

rchaeo 
More 

i eight hundred years must have 

elapsed since Baum was inhabited. The | 
dwellers there were the most skillful ar. | 
tificers in bone as well as in stone, and | 
the patience they exhibited in the fash. | 
ioning of bone fish hooks and other uten- | 
sils are a striking object lesson to ns | 
to-day. One of the most important dis- | 

coveries is that of the skulls of dogs 
very like a bulldog, and of bones which 
were gnawed by these same prehistoric | 
canines, The question of Indian dogs is | 
still somewhat obscure, and this js an | 
important contribution to our knowledge | 
on the subject, 

London's Smoke Cloud. 
A writer of Locomotive Engineering 

is responsible for the statement that 
London's cloud of smoke is visible at 
Lockinge. sixty-four miles distant, It is 
estimated that the unoke cloud of Lon. 
don represents 6000 tons of coal in sus. 
pension every day. The passage of this 
cloud over any district leaves a dark de- 
posit on the surface of the ground. 

The new metropolitan railway of Paris 
ix now said to be carrying a daily aw- 
trave of 115.000 passers.   
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human im- 
provement lies through the elimination 

of the peailential organ of digestion. 

For the perverse and criminal we need 
not laws, but a surgical operation, face- 
tiously observes the Philadelphia Record, 
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A well known doctrine governing 
trade-mark law is that no one can apply 
the name of a district or couniry to a 
well known arlicle of commerce, and 
by so doing obtain an exclusive night 

{ to such application as would prevent 
others inhabiting the same district from 

| truthfully using the same designation, 
However, where a geographical name 
has acquired a secondary significance, 
ite nee in that sense may be protected 
by restraining the use of such word 
by others in such 3 way that #t would 
amount to a fraud on the public, and 

{ on those to whose employment of it the 
special meaning has become attached 
It may be granted, therefore, that the 
manufacturer of particular goods is en- 
titled to the repuissic they have ae 
quired, and the public is entitled 
to the means of distinguishing 
between those and other goods; protec- 
tion is accorded against unfair dealing, 
whether there be a technical trade-mark 
or not, The essence of the wrong con. 
sists of the sale of the goods of one 
manu or vendor for those of  


